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Abstract (en)
The device (1) allows the application of labels (L) to articles (A) conveyed by a conveyor (2) in a predetermined direction (F) and comprises: an
operationally stationary support structure (3, 4); a rotary fluid actuator (7) including a body (8) containing a chamber (9) inside which a piston (10) is
mounted so as to rotate in a reciprocating manner about an axis (Y) which is preferably vertical; and an applicator (12-14) connected to the piston
(10) and extending outside the body (8) of the actuator (7) and comprising a perforated vane element (14) provided with a flat surface or side at
least as big as a label (L) to be applied and having a plurality of through-openings (15). The arrangement is such that, as a result of a pressure
pulse, the actuator (7) is able to pass in a pulsed manner from a first condition where the piston (10) arranges the applicator (12-14) in a retracted
angular position where this applicator (12-14) is able to receive, on said flat surface or side of the perforated vane element (14), a label (L) to be
applied, into a second condition where the piston (10) arranges the applicator (12-14) in an extracted angular position, where its perforated vane
element (14) is able to apply onto an article (A) the label (L) which the vane element (14) has received and transported.
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